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Gary Marshall - National Trust Regional Archaeologist

Cliveden's south terrace:
Unravelling a 17th-century mystery

The Marlow Free
Press published an
article and subsequent letter setting
out the MAS posi
tion on the investiLow Grounds Courtesy ‘Marlow Free Press’
gation of the archaeological features at Low Grounds. Since then, the Environment Agency has indicated that they will engage
another contractor to undertake the work. Bucks
County Archaeological Service has endorsed the MAS
position that the features are left undisturbed for later
research after the flood alleviation works are completed. The Agency has not released any news about their
forthcoming programme of work in respect of either
contractors or timescales.
For more information contact
Peter Borrows 01628 48395

Cliveden’s South Terrace is a grade I listed structure
built in the 1670s for the first Duke of Buckingham to
form part of the architectural setting of the newly-built
mansion. Gary, who is co-ordinating the recording of
the NTs current conservation programme, will describe
the results of the archaeological investigations during
restoration which led to a new understanding of how
the terrace was built and revealed some surprises!

Other Society events

Saturday 29th April 2.00pm Bisham Church
A Guided tour by John Harper. Booking essential, ring
624677, donations welcome.

THURSDAY 18 MAY 2017 at 8pm
Garden Room, Liston Hall, Chapel Street, Marlow
SL7 1DD

The Origins of Wessex: Long Wittenham and
the context of power in 7th Century England
Adam McBride

Queen’s College, Oxford

(full-length talk, then break and a short MAS AGM)
Throughout the 6th and 7th Centuries, Anglo-Saxon society
underwent dramatic changes. The first medieval kingdoms
emerged, driving the development of more complex social
structures, including a stable hierarchy, economic intensification and the first post-Roman markets. Burial wealth
became concentrated in a few extremely wealthy burials
and a new group of power centres emerge, characterized
by large feasting halls and carefully planned layouts.
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EXCAVATION at ODNEY, COOKHAM

Sceaftesege—Excavation Future Schedule
Thank you to all who have given me their dates
of availability in April. You will be pleased to
know the Sunday morning team filled in the
trench, as the ground is extremely dry we have
left the fencing in place to give the grass an opportunity to regrow.
Next weekend 8 and 9th April we plan to continue
the auger programme, I have a couple of names
but could do with more. Peter Borrows has suggested doing some Resistivity Monday 10th April,
is anyone available, ideally we need a team of
six?
Look forward to hearing from you asap.
Joy Blake

Resistivity by MAS some 125m east of the pool, at
the west end of the dry ditch and adjacent to a
branch of Lullebrook, had revealed a concentrated
high anomaly. Although the position was uncertain,
it seemed to coincide with a small building showing
on the 1844/45 Tithe Map, but nothing is now visible. Although this was unlikely to be associated with
the main objective of finding the 9th century defences, finding out what it was would help us better understand the site.
MAS excavated a trench, 5*2.5m, on the 18th, 19th,
25th and 26th March 2016, on an assumed position
of the anomaly. Some 21 members and others were
involved.
Under the topsoil was a layer of gravel, then alluvium. At a depth of about 0.25m a fire area was revealed in part of the trench with tree roots and
much C20 rubbish. A sondage some 0.75m wide was
excavated alongside the south trench face, some 4m
long from the east end. This revealed an intriguing
feature; a neat slope cut into the alluvium at 16 deg,
the higher parts surfaced with small chalk blocks.
The alluvium just over this cut contained many finds;
the two of particular interest being glass bottles, the
glass tinted and containing bubbles, so not recent.
This glass is being researched in the hope it can be
dated, which may give a date for the cut slope. At
the bottom of the slope, at a depth of 1.25m, was an
iron wheel tyre associated with some badly decomposed wood. An attempt was made to find the position of the ditch, with a line of auger bores just to
the east of the trench.
The results of this excavation are uncertain, as there
was no evidence that would explain the resistance
anomaly or the building on the Tithe Map. The alluvium above and below the cut slope was carefully
studied and appeared to be the same material, but
that above appeared to be disturbed and contained
finds. Nevertheless it was a valuable exercise, as it
added to our knowledge about the site - and it was
good to see so many people involved.
Next, we will continue with our search for the C9
defences of Sceaftesege.
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